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Resistance
After facing the Borg menace, the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise is looking forward
to a little exploration when the enigmatic Q informs them that the universe is at
stake if they don’t unravel the mystery of a strange planet in this Star Trek: The
Next Generation novel. Nearly two decades ago, Jean-Luc Picard took command of
the U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701-D, knowing it was an honor without equal. On her
first mission, the Enterprise was sent to Farpoint Station for a simple,
straightforward investigation. Perfect for a crew that had never served together.
Then there was Q; an omnipotent lifeform that seemed bent on placing obstacle
after obstacle in the ship’s—and in particular in Picard’s—way. And it hadn’t ended
with that first mission. When he was least expected, Q would appear. Pushing,
prodding, testing. At times needling captain and crew with seemingly silly,
pointless, and maddening trifles. Then it would turn all too serious, and the survival
of Picard's crew was in Q’s hands. Why was it today that Picard was remembering
the day he took command of the Enterprise-D? Now he commanded a new ship,
the Enterprise-E, with a different crew. But Picard couldn’t shake the feeling that
something all too familiar was going on. All too awful. All too Q.

Crossover
When Captain Jean-Luc Picard discovers that Admiral William T. Riker is behind
attacks by renegade Federation starships across the Alpha Quadrant, he and the
crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise must find answers before war breaks out.

Star Trek, the Next Generation
In the distant future the entire galaxy has been completely assimilated by Borg
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and it's king_ Locutus! The only hope for the future lies in the past, in the hands
of Captain Jean-Luc Picard and the crew of the Starship Enterpriseas Picard
faces off against the Borg collective in one final, terrifying, and definitive
encounter!

Star Trek: The Next Generation - Hive
The cats are back in their continuing mission: to boldly go where no one has gone
before. This companion to the bestselling Star Trek Cats brings the many
adventures of Star Trek: The Next Generation to life in a faithfully feline homage to
the hit series. From encounters with the Borg to adventures on the holodeck,
Captain Picard and the rest of the U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701-D crew are
reimagined as cats with lovingly detailed and eyebrow-raising scenes from
throughout the award-winning series, perfect for Star Trek fans across the Galaxy.
TM & © 2018 CBS Studios Inc. STAR TREK and related marks and logos are
trademarks of CBS Studios Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Star Trek - The Art of Juan Ortiz: The Next Generation
T he fast-changing business world of today is far different from just a few years
ago. Success in today's marketplace requires new leadership techniques, new
thinking, and an eye on the future . . . . In Make It So: Leadership Lessons from Star
Trek: The Next Generation®, Wess Roberts and coauthor Bill Ross take their
inspiration from today's most striking and most popular vision of the future -- Star
Trek -- an unprecedented television, feature film and publishing phenomenon.
From the top-rated television series Star Trek: The Next Generation, Roberts and
Ross find a new symbol for successful leadership: Captain Jean-Luc Picard. As
entertaining as it is useful, Make It So captures the mythos of Star Trek: The Next
Generation as it delivers dramatically rich lessons on leadership, including the
importance of the ability to focus on a single "mission," effective communication,
teamwork, honor . . . and other important concepts. The examples are taken from
the on-screen adventures of Captain Picard and the Starship EnterpriseTM, but the
lessons and the benefits are real -- and can be applied to everyday situations
where the goal is the kind of high-performance organization embodied by the crew
of the U.S.S. EnterpriseTM 1701-D. Sure to appeal to Star Trek enthusiasts and
serious students of leadership alike, Make It So is the most exciting business book
on the shelves -- the one book that shows the future of modern leadership while
giving managers the tools they need for success today!

Star Trek the Next Generation Adult Coloring Book
While teaching the logic of the Vulcan way to Romulans eager to reunite with their
Vulcan ancestors, Spock and his students are taken hostage by an enemy Romulan
spy, and it is up to Picard, with some help from Scott and McCoy, to effect a rescue

Planet X
"Manu Saadia has managed to show us one more reason, perhaps the most
compelling one of all, why we all need the world of Star Trek to one day become
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the world we live in." — Chris Black, Writer and Co-Executive Producer, Star Trek:
Enterprise What would the world look like if everybody had everything they wanted
or needed? Trekonomics, the premier book in financial journalist Felix Salmon's
imprint PiperText, approaches scarcity economics by coming at it backwards —
through thinking about a universe where scarcity does not exist. Delving deep into
the details and intricacies of 24th century society, Trekonomics explores postscarcity and whether we, as humans, are equipped for it. What are the prospects of
automation and artificial intelligence? Is there really no money in Star Trek? Is
Trekonomics at all possible?

Star Trek: the Next Generation / Doctor Who: Assimilation 2
Volume 2
With 45 highly detailed, beautifully illustrated images to colour however you
choose, this is a must-have item for Star Trek fans in this or any other galaxy!

Star Trek: The Next Generation 365
The past comes back to haunt Captain Jean-Luc Picard in this brand new thriller set
in the universe of Star Trek: The Next Generation. Section 31, the covert
organization which has operated without accountability in the shadows for more
than two centuries, has been exposed. Throughout the Federation, the rogue
group’s agents and leaders are being taken into custody as the sheer scope of its
misdeeds comes to light. Now Starfleet Command must decide the consequences
for numerous officers caught up in the scandal—including Admirals William Ross,
Edward Jellico, Alynna Nechayev, and Captain Jean-Luc Picard who, along with
many others, are implicated in the forced removal of a Federation president.
Meanwhile, deep in the distant, unexplored region of space known as the Odyssean
Pass, Picard and the crew of the Starship Enterprise must put aside personal
feelings and political concerns as they investigate a massive mysterious
spacecraft. Adrift for centuries in the void, the ship is vital to the survival of an
endangered civilization which has spent generations searching for a world to
sustain what remains of its people. Complicating matters is a band of marauders
who have their own designs on the ancient ship, with only the Enterprise standing
in their way.

The Captains' Honor
An electrifying thriller starring Captain Jean-Luc Picard set in the Star Trek: The
Next Generation universe. Captain Jean-Luc Picard, his ship repaired, must now
reassemble his crew. With the departure of both William Riker and ship's
counsellor Deannna Troi, the captain must replace his two most trusted advisors.
He chooses a Vulcan, a logical choice, and for his new first officer, Worf. But the
Klingon refuses the promotion and the new ship's counsellor appears to actively
dislike Worf. A simple shake-down mission should settle everything. Except that
once again, the captain hears the song of the Borg collective. Admiral Janeway is
convinced that the Borg have been crushed and are no longer a threat. Picard
believes she is wrong, and that if the Enterprise doesn't act the entire Federation
will be under the domination of its most oppressive enemy.
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The Children of Hamlin
IDW 20/20 kicks off IDW's year-long 20th anniversary celebration! An all-new
weekly event giving a glimpse of your favorite characters 20 years into the
future--or past! What made them into the heroes you love and what twists does
the future hold? Twenty years before he took command of the U.S.S. Enterprise-D,
Jean-Luc Picard sat in the captain's chair of the U.S.S. Stargazer. Picard served with
distinction aboard the Stargazer for many years on his way to becoming the most
respected captain in Starfleet. But in this early mission, Picard showed that even
he is merely a man.

Warped
Fourty-five brand new colorable images from seasons four-through-seven of the
fan-favorite science fiction series! The crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701-D
has only just begun to explore the far reaches of space. Now you can color their
journey in any way that you choose! Join your favorite characters for another
voyage with Star Trek: The Next Generation Adult Coloring Book--Continuing
Missions! Featuring unique, highly detailed black and white illustrations inspired by
unforgettable episodes like "Darmok," "The Inner Light," and "Chain of Command,"
this collection of beautifully illustrated images is a must have for Star Trek fans
everywhere! The second volume of the official Star Trek: The Next Generation
coloring book! Color more of your favorite TNG moments! Includes 45 pieces of
brand new, beautifully detailed black and white artwork! Purchase alone or
alongside the Star Trek: The Original Series Volume 2 coloring book for a matching
set! A must-have for any Star Trek fan!

Vendetta
The official parody guide to the unaired eighth season of Star Trek: The Next
Generation, based on the popular @TNG_S8 Twitter account from creator Mike
McMahan! In the basement of the Star Trek archives, behind shelves of U.S.S.
Enterprise NCC-1701-D models, bags of wigs, and bins of plastic phasers, sits a
dusty cardboard box. Inside is a pile of VHS tapes that contain never-before-seen
episodes and behind-the-scenes footage for something truly amazing. The world
thinks there are only seven seasons of Star Trek: The Next Generation, but there’s
one more. A secret season. Actually, not really. But that didn’t stop Mike McMahan,
creator of the parody Twitter account @TNG_S8, from making a guide full of: REAL*
TNG SEASON 8 FACTS AND STORIES! REAL* TNG SEASON 8 DIALOGUE AND
IMAGES! (* Again, not really, of course. This is humor. Sorry.) So impress your
friends and bewilder your enemies with your newfound knowledge of these very
lost Star Trek episodes! Engage! ™, ®, & © 2015 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and
related marks and logos are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Star Trek: The Next Generation: Terra Incognita
ONE KID’S CONTINUING MISSION: CATALOG ALL ALIEN LIFE FROM STAR TREK: THE
NEXT GENERATION. These are the voyages of Joshua Chapman. In 1990 at 11
years old, he wrote a field guide to the alien races of Star Trek: The Next
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Generation for school. He continued the project through his awkward teen years
and into reluctant adulthood. Boldly go from season to season and learn about
Acamarians to Zibalians. Explore strange new feelings, like Joshua’s obsession with
Data, and Joshua’s angst toward his mother, who’s more terrifying than a Yridian’s
face. Engage with humanity at its weirdest. “One of my favorite artistic discoveries
of the last few years, in any medium. It's funny, touching, wholly convincing, and
even profound—the kind of book you'll want to give to every misfit adolescent you
now know or once did, which is to say everyone who was ever worth knowing.”
–Kevin Brockmeier, O. Henry Prize winning author of Things That Fall from the Sky

Star Trek: IDW 20/20
Following on from Juan Ortiz s fabulous Original Series movie-poster collection, this
latest treat for art-loving Trek fans features 178 posters that capture the essence
of The Next Generation. Inspired by indie-film and black-light posters, comics and
rock/punk culture and showcasing Ortiz s unique creative vision, this new
instalment of original Trek art is sure to delight fans worldwide."

The Insolence of Office
The Dominion War -- as seen in seasons 5,6 and 7 of Star Trek: Deep Space Nine -introduced a major story arc to the Star Trek universe and brought the Federation
closer than it had ever been to total annihilation. Against a background of conflict
and chaos, alliances were made and broken, ideals compromised for the sake of
survival, fortunes shifted and lives irrevocably shattered as the series explored the
impact of war on combatant and civilian alike. It took countless lives and numerous
acts of heroism and sacrifice on the part of many people -- human and Klingon,
Bajoran and Romulan; yes, and Cardassian too -- to save the day and neutralize
the threat of the Dominion. Now top Star Trek authors present twelve new stories
of those whose courage helped to win the war, among them Captain Picard from
Star Trek: The Next Generation and Captain Calhoun from Star Trek: New Frontier.
Featured authors include Greg Cox, Peter David, Kevin Dilmore, Michael Jan
Friedman, Dave Galanter, Robert Greenberger, Heather Jarman, Jeffrey Lang, David
Mack, Andy Mangels, Michael A. Martin, Josepha Sherman, Susan Shwartz, Dayton
Ward and Howard Weinstein.

Available Light
After two hundred years of civil war the planet Oriana is dying. Most of the surface
vegetation is gone, the air is nearlyy unbreathable, and the people themselves are
dying. Now, the two warring factions have finally sat down to talk peace, and
Captian Picard and the U.S.S. Enterprise™ are sent ot help them negotiate a
settlement. Picard, Lt. Worf, and Counsellor Troi beam down to Oriana, just as the
Starship Enterprise is called away on another urgent mission. Alone on the planet,
the U.S.S. Enterprise team learns that htere are people that would rather finish the
devastating conflict than talk peace. Suddenly, Picard is accused of murder nad the
delicate negotiations have fallen into the hands of Lt. Worf. Now, Worf and Troi
must unravel the truth and prevent planet-wide disaster, before time runs out for
the people of Oriana and the crew of the Starship Enterprise.
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Make It So: Leadership Lessons from Star Trek: The Next
Generation
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.

Star Trek: The Next Generation: Q&A
Captain's log: We have entered a galaxy where beloved illustrator Jenny Parks has
conjured an astonishingly vivid homage to the original Star Trek series with an
unexpected twist: a cast of cats. Featuring a hilarious new take on iconic
characters and scenes—from Kirk in the Captain's chair to Spock offering his
Vulcan wisdom—this eye-opening adventure stays true to the tone of the classic TV
show. Playful, loving, and from a strange new world, Star Trek Cats is the perfect
gift for fans of, well, Star Trek and cats.

Tales of the Dominion War
A complete episode-by-episode exploration of the hit TV series—with rarely seen
photos and illustrations. With the launch of Star Trek: The Next Generation, Gene
Roddenberry somehow managed to recapture lightning in a bottle. This new
incarnation of Star Trek was an instant hit, and its popularity inspired four films
and three spin-off television series. A must-have for fans, Star Trek: The Next
Generation 365 provides a fresh, accessible overview of the entire series, including
an authorized guide to all 178 episodes. Featuring classic and rarely seen
photography and illustrations, this visual celebration of the voyages of Captain
Picard, his crew, and the Enterprise-D offers a loving look back at the Emmy and
Hugo Award–winning series.

Survivors
When the Enterprise answers a distress call and finds a single survivor from an
attack by the fierce Borg, the crew little realizes that the survivor's quest for
revenge threatens the entire galaxy

A Field Guide to the Aliens of Star Trek: The Next Generation
After facing the Borg menace, the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise is looking forward
to a little exploration when the enigmatic Q informs them that the universe is at
stake if they don’t unravel the mystery of a strange planet in this Star Trek: The
Next Generation novel. Nearly two decades ago, Jean-Luc Picard took command of
the U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701-D, knowing it was an honor without equal. On her
first mission, the Enterprise was sent to Farpoint Station for a simple,
straightforward investigation. Perfect for a crew that had never served together.
Then there was Q; an omnipotent lifeform that seemed bent on placing obstacle
after obstacle in the ship’s—and in particular in Picard’s—way. And it hadn’t ended
with that first mission. When he was least expected, Q would appear. Pushing,
prodding, testing. At times needling captain and crew with seemingly silly,
pointless, and maddening trifles. Then it would turn all too serious, and the survival
of Picard's crew was in Q’s hands. Why was it today that Picard was remembering
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the day he took command of the Enterprise-D? Now he commanded a new ship,
the Enterprise-E, with a different crew. But Picard couldn’t shake the feeling that
something all too familiar was going on. All too awful. All too Q.

Sexual Generations
The Borg are back -- and nastier than ever. No longer mindless, inhuman drones
but cyborg soldiers on a mission to assimilate all intelligent life, their new goal is
the complete destruction of the Federation. And in the midst of facing the Borg
again, Captain Picard learns that he may be the cause of the change. Commander
Data is changing as well. For the first time in his life, Data feels a genuine emotion
-- and that emotion is deadly, destructive rage. When it is revealed that the Borg
are commanded by an old enemy out of Data's past, Data must choose between
his allegiance tot he Federation and the one thing he wants above all else

Star Trek: The Next Generation: Crossover
Captain Jean Luc Picard and the crew of the USS Enterprise join forces to combat a
dangerous alliance between enemies of both the federation and Doctor Who, but
the Doctor and Picard disagree on how to handle the threat.

The Star Trek, the Next Generation
For the first time ever, IDW Publishing proudly joins forces with Simon & Shuster's
Pocket Books division to deliver a Myriad Universe title in conjunction with the Star
Trek alternate-universe prose novels of the same name. Starfleet is no more. The
Federation lies in ruin & the Klingons have conquered Earth. But a resistance, led
by Jean-Luc Picard, seeks to free humanity from Klingon rule. Now, finally, it may
have the means to do it: An android named Data, who has scrutinized the timeline
& discovered that things are not as they should be. A crucial moment, buried in the
past, has gone awry and as the Klingon warlord Worf closes in, time itself is
running out

Descent
Star Trek: The Next Generation: Q&A
A series of vicious attacks by the enigmatic M'Dok Empire has devastated the
planet Tenara -- bringing the U.S.S Enterprise™ and another Federation starship,
the Centurion, to the planet's aid. The Centurion's captain is Lucius Sejanus -- a
powerful, magnetic man who favors taking a far stronger stance against the M'Dok
than Captain Picard. And as the conflict escalates, Sejanus's instincts seem to be
correctfor it appears only extreme measures can stop the murderous raids on
Tenara. Now the people of Tenara must decide which pathe they will follow -- the
way of peace, or the road to war. But unknown to any one of the Centurion's
officers has made that decision for them -- and plans to provoke a full-scale war
between the Federation and the M'Dok Empire!
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The Next Generation Adult Coloring Book-Continuing Missions
Star Trek: The Next Generation Cats
Continuing the mission he began in "Unification," Starfleet Ambassador Spock
endeavors to impart the logic of the Vulcan way to a small band of Romulans eager
to unite the Romulan Empire and the planet Vulcan. But unbeknownst to them, a
Romulan spy has joined the ranks disguised as a Unification sympathizer. Deceived
by this traitor, Spock and his students are taken hostage. Fearful that Spock's
knowledge of Federation security will fall into enemy hands, Starfleet dispatches its
best ship, the U.S.S. EnterpriseTM1701-D, and most respected captain, Jean-Luc
Picard, to secure the hostages' release. Spock's former shipmate from the original
Starship EnterpriseTM, Ambassador McCoy -- over one hundred forty years old, but
still as feisty as ever -- is brought in to consult on the negotiations. Their situation
is further complicated when Captain Montgomery Scott confiscates an out-ofservice starship and effects his own daring rescue of Spock. Picard must now find a
way to preserve the Federation's security and prevent a war while treading a
mindfield of danger and deadly Romulan politics that threaten his ship, his crew,
and the Federation he serves.

Imzadi II
From the New York Times bestselling author of Star Trek: Discovery: Desperate
Hours comes an original, thrilling novel set in the universe of Star Trek: The Next
Generation! The past returns to haunt Captain Jean-Luc Picard—a crime he thought
long buried has been exposed, and he must return to Earth to answer for his role in
a conspiracy that some call treason. Meanwhile, the U.S.S. Enterprise is sent to
apprehend pirates who have stolen vital technology from a fragile Federation
colony. But acting captain Commander Worf discovers that the pirates’ motives are
not what they seem, and that sometimes standing for justice means defying the
law….

Trekonomics
An electrifying thriller from New York Times bestselling author Dayton Ward, set in
the Star Trek: The Next Generation universe. 2031: United States Air Force fighter
jets shoot down an unidentified spacecraft and take its crew into custody. Soon, it’s
learned that the ship is one of several dispatched across space by an alien species,
the Eizand, to search for a new home before their own world becomes
uninhabitable. Fearing extraterrestrial invasion, government and military agencies
which for more than eighty years have operated in secret swing into action,
charged with protecting humanity no matter the cost 2386: Continuing their
exploration of the Odyssean Pass, Captain Jean-Luc Picard and the crew of the
Starship Enterprise discover what they at first believe is a previously uncharted
world, with a civilization still recovering from the effects of global nuclear war. An
astonishing priority message from Starfleet Command warns that there’s more to
this planet than meets the eye, and Picard soon realizes that the mysteries of this
world may well weave through centuries of undisclosed human history ™, ®, & ©
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Star Trek Cats
Thirty years before the days of Star Trek: The Next Generation®, Captain Jean-Luc
Picard was thrust unexpectedly into command of another proud vessel: the U.S.S.
Stargazer. Surrounded by a crew he doesn't entirely know or trust, the young
Picard must answer the challenges of leadership. While Picard and his senior staff
accompany Chief Engineer Simenon to his homeworld of Gnala to undergo a ritual,
his second officer, Victoria Wu, is left in command of the Stargazer. Responding to
a distress call from a nearby star system, Wu finds herself in the middle of a
mystery involving a damaged ship and a peculiar interstellar phenomenon—one
that threatens to destroy the Stargazer if she can't learn its secret. Meanwhile, on
Gnala, Picard must help his friend undergo the ritual—and find out who is trying to
sabotage their chances of completing it before they're all killed!

Star Trek: The Next Generation: Takedown
A new six-part epic covering the first year of service of the U.S.S. Enterprise-E,
leading up to the events of the hit movie Star Trek: First Contact. A major turning
point in the lives of two of the Enterprise crew! Newly promoted Admiral Hayes
gives La Forge a shocking ultimatum: his VISOR is a security risk, and he must
either have it replaced with ocular implants or be transferred to a less-sensitive
post. Meanwhile, Troi has some issues of her own. Though she knows that her
mother, Lwaxana, recently remarried to the Tavnian named Jeyal, she was
unaware of the subsequent pregnancy -- and now Lwaxana's about to give birth. To
make matters worse, the Tevnian government has decided that, even though
Lwaxana and Jeyal have since divorced, the child still belongs to them.

The Continuing Mission
Following their clash with their villainous doubles from the Mirror Universe, the
Enterprise crew returns to business as usual, little realizing the serpent in their
midst–one of their own has been replaced! Six stories focusing on fan-favorite crew
members of the Enterprise-D–including Deanna Troi, Wesley Crusher, and
Selar–each connected by the machinations of this sinister doppelgänger. What
does Mirror Barclay want, and what's to become of his Prime-universe counterpart?

Star Trek, the Next Generation
Follows Deanna Troi's troubled romance with Lieutenant Commander Worf and the
personal issues she faced in coming to terms with her lingering feelings for Riker

Hearts and Minds
Treva is an isolated human colony on the fringes of known space on the verge of
becoming a true interstellar community, a full fledged menber of the Federation.
But now the U.S.S. EnterpriseTM has received a distress signal for Treva is in the
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throes of a violent revolution, a revolution led by a merciless warlord who has
committed countless atrocities in the name of freedom. Data and Lt. Tasha Yar are
dispatched to investigate. Once they reach Treva, they discover the truth, and any
possible solution may be far more complex than a simple rebellion. Treva's
president wants more then Starfleet's good words in her fight against the rebels,
she wants their weapons technology. And before the battle is over, she means to
get them. Over Data's and Yar's dead bodies, if necessary.

Nightshade
This tribute to the creation of "Star Trek: The Next Generation" celebrates the
tenth anniversary of the popular TV series, profiling the people who originated it.
700+ illustrations & color photos.

Star Trek: The Next Generation: Stargazer: Progenitor
Boldly going where no one has gone before, Robin Roberts forges intriguing links
between feminist politics and theory and the second Star Trek series, Star Trek:
The Next Generation. This lively discussion shows how science fiction's ability to
make the familiar strange allows Star Trek to expose and comment on entrenched
attitudes toward gender roles and feminist issues. By having aliens or sexually
neutral beings enact female dominance or passivity, experience pregnancy or
maternity, or suffer rape or abortion, Star Trek provides viewers with a new
perspective on these experiences and an antidote to explicit and implicit cultural
biases. Roberts maintains that the relevance of Star Trek: The Next Generation to
feminist issues accounts as no other factor can for the program's huge following of
female fans. The incisive and innovative readings in Sexual Generations provide
food for thought about how the final frontier can clarify pressing questions of our
own space and time.

Collateral Damage
Star Trek
"On September 8, 1987 - more than twenty years after the original STAR TREK
series first aired - millions of STAR TREK fans across the country sat down in front
of their television sets for the debut of an all-new series of STAR TREK adventures.
No expense had been spared in bringing this new show to life - original series
creator Gene Roddenberry had even agreed to act as producer. Yet even the most
faithful of STAR TREK fans had their doubts - could the magic of the original series
be duplicated?" "The answer to that proved to be a resounding yes. Led by Captain
Jean-Luc Picard (brilliantly portrayed by noted Shakespearean actor Patrick
Stewart), the U.S.S. Enterprise blazed a trail of understanding across an unfamiliar
galaxy. In show after show, STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION brought to vivid
life a future where cooperation and mutual understanding proved the key to
solving humanity's problems - and enabled galactic civilization to flourish."--BOOK
JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights
Reserved
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